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In Finnish, there are basically three linguistic means to express the Manner in which something is 
done (= ‘verbal manner’). They differ as to the degree of transparency and syntheticity. The first 
manner-expression is an independent word, while the second is a bound morpheme added to the 
verb root. In the third instance the Manner is encoded by the verb root, i.e. it is conflated with the 
basic meaning (e.g. ‘motion’) of the verb root.  
 The independent word is typically an adverb formed with -sti (cf. tehdä nopea-sti, 
huono-sti, usea-sti ‘do quickly, badly, often’), but may also be a noun inflected in adessive for ex. 
(tehdä kiiree-llä ‘do with a hurry’), or a converb (juosta itki-en ‘run crying’), ma-participle in 
adessive (puhua honotta-ma-lla ‘talk with a nasal swang’) etc. The bound morpheme is a derivative 
suffix of the verb lexeme (cf. the stem  työntä- ‘push’, and its derivatives työntä-ise- ‘push quickly’, 
työnt-ele- ‘keep pushing’, työnne-skele- ‘keep pushing (for some time’) or it is fused to the meaning 
of the verb lexeme (cf. hyssy-ttä- ‘hush down [repeating ‘hys’ ‘hys’]’). Hence, the meaning of the 
bound morpheme typically modifies the meaning of the verb root by adding the meaning element of 
frequency, repetition etc. When Manner is encoded by a verb root, it typically equals the contour of 
a motion or state. Often the root is onomatopoietic or descriptive by origin.  

Unfortunately, Manner is not a clear-cut phenomenon. For example, the ‘instrumental 
stems’ of Finnish encode manner, basically, by encoding the thing with which something is done. 
Consequently Manner and Instrument are part of the same continuum.  However, if the verb lexeme 
is a comparatively new derivation with a clear nominal origin (like haravoida ‘to rake’ from harava 
‘rake’, kuokkia ‘to hoe’ from kuokka ‘hoe’, or onkia ‘to fish’ from onki ‘fishhook’), it does not 
belong to manner-encoding verbs in my analysis.  Instrumental verbs and many other nominal-stem 
verbs can be analyzed as argument structure alternations or derived constructions where the 
denominal verb-stem refers to an instrument, result or locations of the event.  

Quite often several Manner expressions are used at the same time. There are inter alia 
the following combinations: derivative suffix + sti (heitt-ele-e jatkuva-sti ‘[s/he] keeps throwing’), 
lexical encoding + derivative suffix (posa-hta-a ‘[it] plumps’, pälli-stele-e ‘[s/he] gapes at’), lexical 
encoding + derivative suffix + sti-adverb (hekott-ele-e leppoisa-sti ‘[s/he] laughs comfortably’, 
toka-ise-e kiukkuise-sti ‘[s/he] reports angrily’). It is also easy to notice that especially manner-
encoding verbs make use of reduplication (hys-sy-ttä-ä) and of serial constructions (syödä 
maiskuttaa ‘eat and smack’) to some extent. Basically, the choice between these combinations is 
comparatively free in Finnish but, at least theoretically, it is possible that there is some division of 
labour between these Manner expressions. It seems to me for ex. that in corpora manner-encoding 
verbs as well as long verbs with many meaning elements often avoid sti-adverbs. It is also possible 
that the morpho-syntactic type of a language influences the way that Manner is expressed. 
 The multiple-manner-expressions are possible because Manner is not a participant in 
an event, which means that its expression is not an argument of the verb. Manner expressions are 
adjuncts that can be freely added. Only attitude verbs take manner expressions as (obligatory) 
arguments (suhtautua, käyttäytyä ‘adopt some attitude’, ‘behave in some manner’). The scope of 
manner expressions also varies as they modify verbs, adverbs, adjectives or clauses,. In trying to 
restrict my analysis to verbal manner, I have taken as data only those sequences where the manner 
expression strictly follows the verb (V+manner). This means, however, that I may have excluded 
some relevant data too.  
  In my talk I shall start by discussing Manner expressions characteristic of languages 
of dissimilar morphosyntactic types. Next, I shall discuss Finnish manner expressions  in more 
detail, first from the point of view of the verb lexicon and, second, as they occur in a newspaper 
corpus.  


